
Share Laughter, Wear Happiness: 
Backbone’s Item Views Help Elope Integrate 
and Streamline Data 

The Agile Item Views

According to Athena Genther, Creative Director at Elope, updating 
information presented an enormous struggle. “The Item Views feature is 
highly-useful and one of the most powerful things about Backbone,” she 
said. “Designers would refer to past product records, but now that we have 
a month-by-month workflow, it is much easier to update information.”

Elope sought the assistance of a fast-acting PLM solution to manage 
new products and found success with Backbone’s Item Views feature. 

Before Backbone, Elope came from a path-oriented PLM software rather than a 

design-focused system. 

Design and development teams can use Item Views to streamline workflows, access 

dynamic data, and drill down to specific attributes of each product. The 

spreadsheet-like experience displays product data such as supplier name, season, 

sample tracking, MOQ, factory allocation, and much more, including unlimited custom 

fields that admins can configure in the Backbone platform. Product-related details and 

component-level attributes consolidate into the system so brands can track lead times, 

appapprovals, and vendor reference numbers without copy-pasting. 

In 1993, Elope, Inc began with two brothers who wanted to share their love of laughter and 

style with the world. Nearly 30 years later, Elope continues its pursuit of adventure, 

storytelling, and passion for designing magnificent hats and costumes. Elope is more than 

a brand name; it is a mission to inspire originality and guarantee Everybody’s Laughing On 

Planet Earth.

The Elope team, based in Colorado Springs, Colorado, loves to expand design boundaries 

as much as thas much as they love to spread happiness. Elope works closely with manufacturing 

partners to ensure premium materials, superb craftsmanship, and excellent working 

conditions for those who help bring each creation to life. 

Over the past couple of years, Elope experienced tremendous growth and reframed its 

development process to supercharge efficiency and meet production deadlines from 

internal teams, manufacturers, and licensors. With an influx of new products to manage, 

110 styles quickly ballooned to roughly 1,000 per year, and product developers needed a 

solution solution to effectively organize this data. Elope sought the assistance of a fast-acting 

PLM software and found success with Backbone’s Item Views feature. 
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Flexibility with Factories

Elope works with multiple manufacturers but partners with one factory 
most often. The Elope team grants this factory access to Backbone PLM 
to examine tech packs, comment on product development details, and 
track approvals — all of which alleviate steps from the design workflow 
and streamline the overall collaborative process. 

“Clicking on the image and having it open a new tab to that item record is 
extremely helpful,” said Genther. “Designers want to identify new products, 
and Backbone lets them filter, review each tab, verify tech packs, and 
request changes if need be.”

“Designers can set custom fields to locate and update feedback all in one 
place, which has been truly helpful,” said Genther.

“Our sourcing teams in China help with pricing and pull their own Item 
View reports to double-check how things are progressing and decide what 
needs to be imported to our ERP,” Genther continued.Genther elaborated on this topic, saying, “Sending every tech pack at once 

saves a lot of time. In our old PLM, sending the same number of tech packs 
would take hours, and we would have never been able to increase our 
workflow and output unless we had Backbone.” 

Item Views link every product for a seamless transfer from design to production. The 

easy-to-read format ensures suppliers have the exact information they need to locate 

target costs, submit changes, or approve tech packs.
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The Item Views feature also provides an external workflow geared toward licensors 

and global sourcing managers. These teams have clearance to customize various 

approval processes (which often differ by each licensor) and preserve all relevant 

product information in one place.

The Elope design team uses Item Views to create custom fields that sort by production 

months. These helpful filters also allow other team members to obtain information and 

place product orders.

For Elope, starting with a small number of items and scaling to a vast array of new 

products required real-time collaboration, organized tech packs, and clear visibility to 

where products stood in the ordering process.



Elope’s Social Responsibility

Backbone PLM helps fashion and apparel brands 
track sustainability and social impact, beginning 
with raw materials then walking you through the 
manufacturing and retail stages.

“Backbone is more agile than our previous system and allowed us to take 
a step forward sustainably,” explained Genther. As consumers become 
more aware of the fashion industry’s adverse environmental effects, they 
seek ethically-derived products. That means brands need to allocate 
greater value toward long-term sustainable business solutions rather than 
a singular bottom line viewpoint.

Elope works hard to source premium materials and products of the highest quality. 

Designers and developers carefully monitor every step of the production process and 

coordinate with factories to assure these unique wearables stand out. 

From the packaging to the product particulars, Elope strives to conserve and reuse 

materials at the factory level to help reduce its carbon footprint. A cloud-based PLM 

like Backbone helps the company drive an eco-friendly business model by providing 

a comprehensive view of materials. These features also help brands acquire 

compliance records and communicate best practices to suppliers. 

Backbone PLM helps fashion and apparel brands track sustainability and social 

impact, beginning with raw materials then walking you through the manufacturing 

and retail stages. Brands like Elope define and improve sustainability efforts through 

data-backed decision-making on consumption and product creation. Clear 

communication with supply chains helps mitigate inventory loss and reduce sample 

cycles, while historical data reports evaluate sustainable performance to ultimately 

impimprove profitability and create a greater sense of confidence for 

sustainably-conscious customers.



Ready to see 
what Backbone can do for your brand?

Schedule a customized demo today at 

backboneplm.com/demo.

Backbone’s Ease of Use Elope Keeps Sharing Smiles

“Our old PLM was extremely difficult to operate, and most teams weren’t 
using it at all,” Genther stressed. “Our IT teams would extract data from the 
platform and translate it into spreadsheets to share company-wide, but 
Backbone is so user-friendly, nothing like we had in the past.”

“I love working with Backbone, and I feel like I try selling it to anyone I can 
meet,” Genther expressed. “I just love everything about Backbone; I am 
more than happy to be involved.”

“Share laughter, wear happiness,” set the foundation for this brand, and 
Elope’s commitment to creating quality products has built upon that pillar 
and established the next phase of company growth, aided by 
Backbone PLM.

As business increased and product demand soared, Elope needed a modern PLM 

software to jumpstart efficiency and meet internal and external deadlines. Many 

smaller brands are hesitant to adopt fashion PLM because traditional systems can 

limit creativity and collaboration. However, Elope’s experience with these rigid 

platforms was enough to invest in Backbone’s modern, cloud-based PLM.

Elope is dedicated to a vision of global happiness in each one of its products. It’s not 

just part of the mission, but a personal investment in the success of its business. 

What started as an assortment of hats evolved into a one-of-a-kind lifestyle brand. 

Elope continues to refine products around the joy of accessories passed down by 

co-founders Kevin and Keith Johnson. 

When Elope isn’t designing hats or costumes, the entire team is busy supporting 

community organizations and sponsoring events like the Waldo Waldo 5K and the 

St. Baldrick’s Foundation Head-Shaving Fundraiser. Since 2002, the Elope-team 

St. Baldrick’s events have raised money to benefit children’s cancer research and 

treatment, raising over $2,000,000 to date. 

Backbone supports Elope’s scalability through dynamic data, which allows the brand 

to grow without diminishing product quality. Elope continues to increase speed to 

market and drive revenue for essential business functions while also encouraging 

significant volunteer opportunities like St. Baldrick’s.

Beyond Backbone’s proficiency, the custom fields designers can create during 

development correlate directly with NetSuite, allowing teams to place purchase orders 

and coordinate with distributors like Amazon. Items Views help establish priority levels 

and customize workflows to keep product development on track at every stage.

https://backboneplm.com/demo



